Q: Dear Dr. Gassy,
I work for a vendor at TRF. I'm engaged, but there's a boy on cast I
really like. My husband-to-be is a patron, so he's not at faire every
weekend. Do you think that one little fling will hurt anything? He'd
never know I did it. What do I do?
Sincerely,
Open for Business

Holy metallurgy,
Batman!
It’s the Tin Man!
WIN!!

A: Dear O.F.B. (or should I call you O.P.P.??),
Plenty of couples at faire have open relationships, and polyamory is the
new black. Sure, polyamory is just a fancy word to cover up the piss poor
behavior of rampant whore-dogs, but who cares? This is FAIRE, and a
girl has needs, dammit! So go ahead and indulge in your carnal desires!
What happens at faire stays at faire… except herpes, with which your
crush is almost certainly infected.
Q: Dear Dr. Gassy,
I'm an amateur performing artist and would like to start working at
TRF, but I don't have a stage name. Can you make some cool
suggestions? I'd really like to incorporate my first name into it.
Thanks,
Adam
A: Dear Adam,
Unfortunately, the stage name "Adam Crack" is already taken. Maybe
you should go with something that sounds equally cool, like "Adam Anus"
or "Adam C. Meth" for example. Hope this helps!
Q: Dear Dr. Gassy,
I'm new to working at TRF and need help with my fairy costume, but I'm
on a budget. Do you have any good tips for me?
Love,
The Unicorn Rider, Diana

It’s the RGB
Faeries! (If you
got that, you’re a
huge nerd.) BTW,
the green one is
duct tape. What
the hell is it with
all the duct tape?

A: Dear T.U.R.D.,
You can get all sorts of inexpensive fabrics like gold lame and neon
chiffon in the clearance section of any fabric supply store, or try
browsing wedding dresses at thrift shops. They're usually covered with
stretch lace that you can hack off with a regular pair of scissors. As
for piecing your costume together, forget about buying a sewing machine
-- that's way too much cost and effort! Just get some upholstery glue
to hold the whole kit and kaboodle together, but be sure to really glob
the stuff on so you can be certain it sticks. Glitter will cover up most
mistakes, even the ones on your face. Also, wait until just after
Halloween to buy your wings. Wal-Mart and the party supply stores will
have them on clearance. They may be picked over, but the deals are
tremendous! Never mind that you can buy one-of-a-kind, hand crafted
wings from a local artist here at the festival. Those 8-year-old girls
making wings at a sweat shop in China would be prostitutes if it weren't
for the USA's consumerism epidemic! Plus, you can always just duct
tape them back together when they fall apart rather than investing in
quality from the beginning.

Saturday – 0.5(am), 0.0(noon), 0(pm)
Sunday – 0.5(am), 0.0(noon), 0.5(pm)

Skinny people.
They make the
rest of us feel FAT

TRF.
So simple a cave
man can do it.

Hey, when you’ve finished reading,
pass this newsletter on to a friend!
- Men’s Privies,
By the Huge Speed Bump
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